
Driving is probably the most risky activity that your employees will undertake 
as part of their work. Most have learnt how to drive and passed the ‘Test’ many 
years ago, but, like any learnt behaviours, there will be room for improvement. 

In line with your occupational road risk responsibilites, regular assessment 
and training interventions are key elements of your Driver Risk Management 
programme. Our Defensive Driver Training Refresher course is for drivers who 
have been identified as high risk by web-based assessment.

This course focuses on the individual needs of each driver, taking a remedial 
approach to support the driver with their:

 Behaviour

 Confidence

 Attitude

The course is delivered in English, unless otherwise stated, and the training 
reflects the driving culture and laws of whichever country the training takes 
place in.

Key information:
Duration: Half day

Trainer Delegate Ratio: 1-1

Location: Global

Reporting: Post Training Report

Pre Training Data: eDriving assessment

Road Type: Highway

Equipment: Delegate’s usual vehicle

Objective: Refresh and sharpen 
driver behaviour

Course Code: GLBRCHD

This course is for drivers who require a refresher defensive 
driver training course.
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Defensive Driver Training 
Refresher – Global

The detailed approach is based around any pre-training data 
as supplied and includes:

Pre-training, eyesight and vehicle checks

Client Driving at Work Policy refresh, common risks and collision types

Assessment drive on variety of road types

Demonstration drive with commentary, subject to insurance, followed by:
– Observed drive
– Coached drive
– Practice drive consolidating learning
– Final feedback and embedding of learning points
– Route planning

Instill the key principles of Advanced Defensive Driving (Roadcraft / 
Business Driver)

Focus on vehicle’s active and passive safety systems

Reiterate key elements of employer’s Driving at Work Policy and 
common collision risks

 Full Post Training Report and 
Certificate of Training will be 
submitted within 48 hours of 
completion.

 Any risk alerts or extreme concern 
communicated to the client 
within 1 hour.
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